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* 15 cm and f 20 degrees. The docking error is required failure rate. For the docking a combination of a range camera and a video camera is used In this paper the range cameras is emphasized Experimental results from this work in progress are presented. Successful docking has been made with &pica1
The problem studied feedback for docking a mobile factor of 1000 during the approach. A consequence is that 
Equations o f

Motion and
integration with the control system on board the robot,
Uncertainty Propagation
Our persistent experience fiom thb and earlier tests is
The docking problem is well defined in the coordinates that the weak part when using ~on-contact senring for of the pallet. Thus, we start by the equations for how the feedback in robots is the association problem. It The task is automation of pallet docking for insertion into an AGV factory automation system. The initial uncertainty in the pallet position is specified to be f 15 cm and f 20 degrees, while the docking error is required to be within f 1 cm and f 1 degree with "very low" failure rate.
This paper is on the signallimage processing and control used to achieve those goals. The matrix S(*) is closely related to the partial derivatives of a rotation matrix and corresponds to the vector cross product with the unit vector e,, ([SpV89] pp 50-53), i. e.:
Measurement information
Consider measurements on a standard pallet; the laser will illuminate each of the three blocks in the fiont.
Each block will give a contribution to the position estimate. First consider a single block represented using a local coordinate system. Assume that a detected point in the image plane is modeled as:
where the notation N(x--X,u:) denotes a Gaussian variable x with mean X and variance a : . Then the uncertainties of range camera measurements of a single block is approximated as WW971, [NW98] :
Here the number of measurements falling on the block is approximated as:
The coordinate x, is the distance fiom the lens to the point projected on the optical axis i. e. the coordinate in a direction perpendicular to the image plane. i.e.
x, = xcos(p)+ hsin(p) (13) using eqn (6) the estimate is transformed to the pallet coordinate system with covariance according to eqn (6) 
Experiments on feasibility and selfmonitoring
Experiments using a simple control law verify the feasibility of the task.
Color filtering
The color filtering is very simple; the green and blue color planes are subtracted from an amplified red color plane. By doing this most of the distortion of red color in the surrounding area of the laser-line is reduced. The geometry and a typical image are illustrated in Figures 1 and 3. This filtering should be replaced by a more elaborate scheme in the final version. However it works remarkably well and the result is good enough to perform these initial experiments. To detect the line specifying the orientation of the pallet the Radon-transform is used. A neighborhood around the line detected as the maxima in the Radon transform is analyzed. Along the line, the pixel in every column with the highest intensity (+ 6 pixel 60m the line in every column), is used in a linear regression to get an improved estimate of the pallets orientation. For every pixel @i,qi) with laser detected, the real distance (xi,yi) with covariance Ri is computed and used in the linear regression giving the orientation and the distance to the pallet.
Finding the pallet center, Illustrated
summary of the algorithm
2.
3. Finding the intervals where the laser-intensity peaks, and their width, it is possible to determine which interval is most likely to match the middle block on the pallet.
Figure 4 Using the prediction fiom previous images the laser line is searched for within a region of interest (.Or).
4. If there is a vertical edge, found by the EDGE operator, relatively close to the intensity-edges, this is assumed to be the best approximation for the edge of the block, Figure 5 .
A projection to camera-coordinates is performed, and the midpoint and the distance to the block are computed. The results are in the coordinates of the robot, Figure 6 . 
Control law
The current level of system integration only allows positioning commands to be sent to the robot with rather large steps (minimum in the order of 0.2 m). The resulting control law then becomes a problem of choosing a few positions where new measurements and position corrections can be made. An important factor when choosing the position is the range varying uncertainty in orientation, Figure 7 . The control law generates positions that are passed on to the robots intemal control. There are a number of predefmed distances from the pallet where new measurements are taken and a correction of the crossrange position is made. At each step the robot moves to the next distance with motion in the cross-range direction to the closest 30-limit if it is outside and towards the pallet If the robot is too close to the pallet in order to steer up to any point, and the angle is too big to dock, the robot has to back up. New measurements are taken and a new attempt is made.
Figure 9 The trajectory traveled by the robot during the docking (according to the robot nav. system). The dotted line represents the trajectory of the steering wheel while the solid line is the controNed reference point on the middle of the wheel axis at the base of the forks.
In Figure 10 the image sequence for a successful docking, where the robot did not need to back up, is illustrated. The estimation errors close to the pallet are small which ensures that the robot back up rather than try to dock from a bad final position. The sequence is one of a few initial experiments. The typical orientation repeatability is within 0.6" (or 10 mad). In cross range the standard deviation is within 0.002 m. With better association it will be smaller. In some of the tests one of the bevels on the middle block is missed out in 'the association causing an additional error of 0.008 m. 
Discussions and future work
The experiments presented above are preliminary and partially hampered by system integration problems. Considering the acceptable performance during the experiments, introduction of earlier results as in [FLA93] and w W 9 7 ] could only result in smoother trajectories.
In w W 9 7 1 , an algorithm towards tolerance controlled gripping was presented. Consider the docking task illustrated in Figure 11 . Given an accepted failure probability Pr, the tolerance box A defmed by the tolerances [E* gY E @ ] and the goal position X, = [ x g yg 8,] (defined relative to the object). The task is considered reliable if; when the task is finished Note that the goal-coordinates are defined relative to the object and the uncertainty in this pose varies with several order of magnitude during the approach to the object. In sections 2 and 3, calculations leading to an approximation of the uncertainty in this pose were presented. For measurements of a pallet using a sheet-of-light range camera, the uncertainty varies as r2" in range, r in cross range and r2.5 in orientation; (the same applies for the pallet). The proposed control law takes into consideration that the uncertainty has a essentially quadratic relation to the range to the object. Both before and during the motion towards the docking point the failure probability is predicted using a Gaussian mixture model of the final position probability density function. If the final tolerances are not likely to be attained the feedback controller is adjusted. In this way the translational velocity is reduced and more observations of the object are received.
Using the measurement models developed in Section 3, the geometric feedback loop can defme a trajectory for the internal robot controller to follow. With the current level of system integration the LQG-based control law from w W 9 7 ] is replaced by postures selected by optimization as in ["96].
The postures are then forwarded to the robot control. Experiments with this control law are under way.
A conclusion fiom the present experiments as well as in ["W97] is that the weak part when using non-contact sensing for feedback in robots is the association problem.
The results on door passage in [FLA93] are similar to the current docking task. Here a range-measuring laser is used instead of the sheet-of-light camera. However, since the orientation in this case is measured relative to the whole wall, the uncertainty does not vary as much. Hence the control law does not have to account for varying . The full tolerance box extends into the orientation dimension.
uncertainty during the approach to the door, The same applies for several other-"visual servoing" cases where a stationary camera is used for servoing of a mobile robot or a gripper. Note that this makes the design of a control law simpler, but the final error is not necessarily smaller. The resolution in the sensor in these cases is fuced, and if not small enough to fulfill the tolerances of the task, the system will fail. In the case of a range-camera mounted on the moving robot the sensor moves gradually closer to the target in the fmish, thus, allowing smaller tolerances to be met.
